Excerpts from the critique of the book "Anti-gravity motor"

Perennial research work of author on the idea of moving of vehicle without indirect mechanism (transmission), resulted with this exceptional book. Milković explains a new power and happenings which were previous to its origin on a certain unconventional way.

The most valuable result of experiments is that the isolated powers can perform one-way moving of model without indirect mechanism. There is also an attempt to improve and to confirm the law of action and reaction (The Third Newton’s Law), which hadn’t undergone any revision from its beginning.

Energetical and ecological aspect is particular value of the book and anti-gravitational motor. After all, it is the same as it was with most preliminary inventions in which author is searching for solutions which will replace pollutants of nature.

I consider that the book has a practical value and unforeseeable abilities of superstructure in which every reader can find himself. Because of this reasons I recommend this book and like to bid Veljko Milković to experience forthcoming wide application of his new invention.
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